
OlangchunGola Yangma Wild trek - 23 Days
Eastern Nepal wild trek is also a Gola wild trek, this is an great option to explore and discover Kanchanjanga region 

which caters a new experience in Eastern Nepal along with picturesque villages, nature and culture with 

mesmerizing views of highest mountains.

This trek offers a verity of adventure reward as trek stretches through the plains of Nepal, middle hills and alpine 

foothills of eastern Himalaya and Taplejung is the gate way of this trek. Beyond Taplejung following the Tamur river 

we gradually gain altitude towards the remote and unusal villa Olangchung Gola. Olangchung Gola is a last village of 

Taplejung which is bordering with Tibet. The Walung people are the indigenous inhabitants of Olangchung Gola. 

They are followers of Nyingmapa Buddhism, and Deki Chholing Gompa, is their major Buddhist monument which 

was built 450 years ago sits on top of the village. After Olangchung Gola, the trail continue north to more isolated 

Yangma village, and head up to the border and explore around the trading pass Ghan La (5746m). This alpine 

country is habitats of Snowleopard, blue sheep, vultures. Immersing few days in this remote and isolated hidden 

place, we descend down to Yangma village  and ascend Nang La Pass(4820m) to Ghunsa.
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PRICE INCLUDES
Visa Fees and International airfare, excess baggage charge and airport tax

Travel insurance and medical evacuation

Extended stay in Kathmandu and Taplejung due to any reason other than programmed itinerary

Personal expenses such as phone calls, laundry, beverages, bottle or boiled water, hot shower, extra porters, 

personal equipment and clothing

Tips for guides and porters (expected and not mandatory)

PRICE EXCLUDES
Pick-up and drop service by private vehicle.

Twin sharing accommodation with breakfast in a star category hotel in Kathmandu 

Kathmandu-Taplejung-Kathmandu transportation by flight

Other ground transportation to and from trekking destination

Necessary documents and permits including Kanchanjunga Conservation fees and TIMS card

Experienced and English-speaking trekking guide, assistant guide and porters and the expenses for their food, 

accommodation, insurance, salary, equipment and so on.

Medical first aid kit

Breakfast, lunch and dinner during the trek(with tea and coffee)

Transportation on private vehicle as agreed on the itinerary
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